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NGS, BOR WRO <ngs@usbr.gov> 
Fwd: Peabody Coal Fat Cat vs Climate Action 
1 message 
Andrew Lane <aslane1@asu.edu> Tue, May 16, 2017 at 12:40 PM 
To: NGS@usbr.gov 
Greetings Good and Honorable Folks, 
I am a Major Andrew Lane in the Army Reserve just Graduated from Arizona State University with a Master's of 
Sustainability. I came down in my Army Dress Blues yesterday to the Heard Museum and spoke to everyone 
on promoting Solar and Wind at NGS. I would love to come visit you all at DoI and explain Climate Reality as 
well as Chemical Reality to you you all and I can even bring Chipotle for up to 30 people with all the fixings that 
you all can enjoy while I talk and present. As you can see below in my email to ASU President Michael Crow 
this morning I explained what happened yesterday outside the Museum with the Fat Cat Fossil Fool from 
Peabody. That is my assumption as he would not tell me where he worked or his name because he is 
obviously an ignorant chicken who is scientifically challenged. Isn't it funny how most all humans use high tech 
devices like automobiles, airplanes, smart phones, televisions, and choose to ignore Science when it is 
Inconvenient. 
 
Speaking of that Al Gore is about to release a sequel to "Inconvenience" The Alt right wants to dismiss and 
discount Al Gore, but what Gore predicted in "Inconvenient Truth" about NYC underwater came true now didn't 
it? Hurricane Sandy did just that! 
 

 
 
 
I have devoted my adult life to trying to teach the humans to take care of the Earth...so the Earth will take care 
of all the Humans. 
 
I Pledged to the Sierra Club a few months ago that I would appear in my Army Dress Blues to talk about 
Science Fact concerning Climate Change etc. I made it to the Phoenix Climate March to speak just a few 
weeks ago as well, photo attached. 
 
Constantly trying to understand how the fossil fuel fan clubs are so capable of lying and denying it hit me 
yesterday that: 
 
Today on YouTube it is easy to find a teenager or younger prove in a Junior High Lab 
how how 
greenhouse gases like CO2 insulate heat. In fact even 5th Grader Emily Short 
demonstrates it all 
quite clearly in her kitchen. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3BK6ZsrgHs 

Evil Prevails...When the Good do Nothing! 
Are you still contributing to the 110 BILLION TONS of Green House Gases we add to the Earth's 
Atmosphere each and 



every day? This American has slashed his carbon footprint as well as that of his Family of 4. Ask me how 
doing so 
saves Money, Cleans the Air and Water all while creating Millions and Millions of much Safer Jobs! 
Sustainably Yours, 
Andrew Lane 
Master of Sustainable Solutions 
ASU MSUS/School of Sustainability 
MAJ, Army Reserve, 492nd CA BN 
706.296.6631 
www.CaptainPLaneT.us 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Andrew Lane <aslane1@asu.edu> 
Date: Tue, May 16, 2017 at 8:55 AM 
Subject: Peabody Coal Fat Cat vs Climate Action 
To: Michael crow <michael.crow@asu.edu>, "Dr. Michael Crow" <OfficeofthePresident@asu.edu>, Sean 
Storrs 
<Sean.Storrs@asu.edu> 
Cc: Jacob Moore <jacob.moore@asu.edu>, ben@kivainstitute.com 
Greetings Good and Honorable Sir, 
 
I really hope you and you Staff all had a Great Mother's Day Weekend. 
 
Yesterday afternoon I made it to the Navajo Generating Station Public Hearing hosted by the Department 
of the Interior at the Heard Museum. I spoke for my alloted 3-4 minutes thanking the Navajo, Hopi, and 
DoI for the opportunity, the Navajo for their efforts, without which we may not have defeated Japan as 
easily in WWII with the Code Talkers. The room was filled with Peabody Employees from NGS and 
Friends of Coal. Of course I spoke primarily on Climate Reality and the need for Climate Action including 
NGS needing to make and run Solar and Wind Energy using the massive Grid Connection they have 
there I bragged about Tesla's latest 13 Megawatts and Battery Storage on the Hawaiin Island of Kuwai' 
which now provides all electricity on the island and displaces 1.6 million gallons of diesel annually. I also 
told how by the end of the year ASU will be 150% powered by the Sun thanks mainly to the efforts of Dr 
Michael Crow. I mentioned how the Pentagon is going Green in a Big Way as well as 
USMC General(Ret) now US Secretary of Defense James Mattis recently pronounced his belief 
in Climate Change and the need for Climate Action at his recent Senate Confirmation Hearing, 
”If confirmed, I will ensure that the Department of Defense plays its appropriate role within 
such a response by addressing national security aspects…I agree that the effects of a changing 
climate – such as increased maritime access to the Arctic, rising sea levels, desertification, 
among others- impact our security situation.” Continuing, “Climate Change is impacting 
stability in our areas of the world where our troops are operating today. It is appropriate for 
the combatant commands to incorporate the drivers of instability that impact the security 
environment in their areas, into their planning.” “Climate Change can be a driver of instability 
and the Department of Defense must pay attention to potential adverse impacts generated by 
this phenomenon.” 
I explained Ocean Acidification and Global Warming as well as how primary school kids are proving the 
Green House 
Effect of CO2 on YouTube quite regularly these days. 
Afterward in the small SE parking lot who I now believe to be a Fossil Fool Fat Cat Executive from 
Peabody Coal tried to 
explain how my Electric Car runs on Coal and that all my Climate Science is just wrong, I asked him which 
part and he 
said all of it. I responded with ASU Solar and asked him if I was wrong about that? He said yes and I then 
said so 

http://www.captainplanet.us/


President Crow is wrong? He declined to answer that but said he was friends with Dr Crow. I said well 
ask him about Climate Reality and ASU's Solar then and tell him Major Andrew Lane sent you as he will 
likely remember me. I asked him if General Mattis is wrong and the Fat Cat said yes if he talks about 
climate Action etc. He told me I was a disgrace to the Uniform and a disgrace to ASU. I responded that 
he was a disgrace to the human race denying science and actively and majorly contributing to the 
destruction of one's own home planet. 
 
The Honorable Ben Nuvamsa former Chief of the Hopi was there very close and saw most of this likely 
the harassment I faced by the undercover Federal Agent who tried to kick me off the property as he also 
did not like my scientific message either. I am beginning to think America may in for another Civil War as 
most do not comprehend the horrors of war and the inability for anyone to talk sense to many on the 
right may build up and explode. Obviously Conald Trump is clearly deranged and psychotically 
narcissistic, yet there seem to be a decent amount of Trumpkins who still sing his praises 
and think Conald is the only one capable of telling the truth in DC! 
 
I wanted to ask again for President Crow's Urgent Climate Message but also see what ASU can do to help 
the Hopi and the Navajo move on from Coal. Obviously the Wind and Sun resources and the need for 
Tesla to build more factories can easily replace the NGS and employ even more people in far safer and 
cleaner jobs. From his Card I was so glad to see the Honorable Ben Nuvamsa's KIVA Institute, LLC has a 
primary goal of Renewable Energy. 
 
Evil Prevails...When the Good do Nothing! 
 
Are you still contributing to the 110 BILLION TONS of Green House Gases we add to the Earth's 
Atmosphere each and every day? This American has slashed his carbon footprint as well as that of his 
Family of 4. Ask me how doing so saves Money, Cleans the Air and Water all while creating Millions and 
Millions of much Safer Jobs! 
 
Sustainably Yours, 
Andrew Lane 
Master of Sustainable Solutions 
ASU MSUS/School of Sustainability 
MAJ, Army Reserve, 492nd CA BN 
706.296.6631 
www.CaptainPLaneT.us 
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